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AN EPISODE FROM HISTORY OF LOBBYING  
OF ABOLITION OF CORPORAL PUNISHMENTS  

FOR RURAL INHABITANTS WHO KNEW A DEED 
(1872 YEAR)

Purpose of the article is a reconstruc-
tion of actions about lobbying by some 
vowel of Katerynoslav province zemsky 
collection during next VII 1872 year 
sessions of abolition of corporal punish-
ments for rural inhabitants who knew a 
deed.

The article of lobbying was abolition 
of corporal punishments for rural in-

studies in folk schools and got the proper 
-

sions. A purpose is an increasing in Kat-
erynoslavsky province amount of rural 

-
ucation. It is possible to say differently 

and recognition quantity of this socially 
legal group of population – wide circle 

the group of vowel from Katerynoslav 

was a department of folk education of the 
Russian empire.

The table of contents of relations of 
lobbying consisted in the following. A 
legislation of zemstvo legalized the ac-
tions of any interest groups which could 
be formed in the environment of vowel 

in relation to high – pressuring on the or-
gans of legislative and executive power 

with the purpose of acceptance of leg-
islative and regulatory legal acts which 

those or other groups of population (p.2 

p.63 14.law from 12 June 1890 year). 

Katerynoslav district zemstvo was not 
supported only by two: Slovyanoserbske 

-
-

sentatives of local self-government in a 
province to a certain extent realized a 
requirement in introduction of effective 
stimulus for distribution of deed in the 
circles of rural inhabitants. At the same 

in matters of folk education on territory 
of province: some zemstva actively use 

After long discussions during meet-
ing of Katerynoslav province collection 

was accepted: ask about abolition of cor-
poral punishments for all rural inhabi-
tants which completed a course in the 

against).
Conclusions: solicitor of Kateryno-

slav province collection about abolition 
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of corporal punishments for rural in-

of studies in the folk schools and got 
-

character. 

-

made persons who belonged to the state 

lobbying reconstructed in this article is 
proving the possibility of this socially le-
gal group of citizens of the Russian em-
pire to protect not only their group inter-
ests but also the public interests.
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THE FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF NATIONAL  
AND INTERNATIONAL LAW-MAKING: 

THEORY AND PRACTICE

The article focuses on the relevance of 
the chosen topic of the research devoted 
to the focused national and international 

national and international law-making are 

the creation of national legislation and in-
ternational legal framework. This was the 
basis for the assertion that it is reasonable 

-
tional and international law-making at the 

-
tion of common functions for both nation-
al and international law-making.

content approaches to understanding scien-

functions are allocated understanding of 
the concept of national and international 
law-making. The approaches of scholars 
regarding the allocation of certain func-

was a basis distinguishing characteristics 
and functions of national and international 

-
ry function of social relations at national 

-
dates the regulatory framework at national 

of national and international law-making 
function gaps in national and internation-

and international law-making function to 
ensure balance in national and internation-

-

-
tional cooperation and rapid response to 
changes in social relations by rapid update 

of national and international law-making 
function consensual function harmonize 
national and international law-making.


